
Key Actions – Direct Electric & Electro Pneumatic 
 
When a key on a pipe organ is depressed, a valve (or pallet) opens underneath a pipe. The means of 
connecting the key with that valve or pallet is called the key action. Pipe organs can use one of two key 
actions: 
  

1) Mechanical a.k.a. (requires no electric voltage) 
2) Some type of electrical connection e.g. direct electric, electro-pneumatic, etc.  

 

It is undecided whether the new St. Joseph organ will be some form of electro pneumatic/electric 
slider chest system, or mechanical, or mechanical with some limited electric action. 
 
One thing is certain. The St. Joseph key action will not be Direct Electric action.  
 
Direct electric key action (below) is the least desirable action. On a pipe organ, direct electric action 
utilizes an electrical key contact and valve under each pipe. With this type of action, the magnetic valve 
under the pipe opens directly and abruptly into the pipe, resulting in a harsh initial attack.  

 

On the positive side, direct electric key action allows 
the console to be placed any distance (within reason) 
from the pipework.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Electro-pneumatic key action (right), like direct 
electric action, uses electrical circuitry to send a low-
voltage signal through a cable to the wind chest 
where a small electro-magnet is energized causing a 
very small valve to open. This, in turn, allows wind 
pressure to activate a bellows or “pneumatic” which 
results in a buffer zone that softens the movement of 
air as it enters the pipe. Like direct electric action, the 
console may be separated from the pipework at any reasonable distance. Electro-pneumatic key 
actions are more difficult to maintain than mechanical or direct-electric actions. This is because the 
leather pouches through which the air passes underneath each valve, wear out over years of repeated 
use. Our organ consultant will guide us through this discussion in more depth. 

 

 


